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"The atmosphere was great and

so many happy faces"

The highlight of the term has

been the long anticipated

return of primary schools

competitions which had been

on hold as the pandemic

prevented inter school activity .  

 7 pilot events were run across

West Berkshire ,  Ascot &

Maidenhead ,  Bracknell and

Slough with a split of Year 3&4

Dynamos Skills events and the

launch of the new Dynamos

Schools competition for Year

5&6 which replaces the ever

popular Kwik Cricket format

from this year with the new

countdown cricket format as

seen in clubs across the country

this summer .  

Our 2021-22 academic year

kicked off in September with a

return to near normality for our

ever expanding schools cricket

programme .  This year will see

our 9 strong team of

community coaches and

delivery officers deliver 1000 's

of sessions across of 100 's

schools ,  with a range of

engagement days ,

competitions and 6 week

programmes in Primary and

Secondary schools across

Berkshire .  It promises to be the

biggest year yet of schools

delivery for our ever expanding

team !  

THE RETURN OF COMPETITION 



THE  TERM  IN  NUMBERS

#1279
Children taking part in primary schools

competitions across Berkshire this term

representing 44 different schools and spanning 7

different events .  These competitions are a prelude

to a full schedule of events for KS1 ,  Lower and

Upper KS2 kicking off with the All Stars Skills

events for KS1 in terms 3&4 .  

#171

Coaching sessions across 15 schools in Term 1

through the Chance to Shine programme which will

see us visit over 120 schools this academic year and

provide coaching to over 12 ,000 young people .  We

are as ever very greatful for the support of Chacne

to Shine and all the work they do in supporting us

in delivering schools cricket across Berkshire .  Find

out more about them at www .chancetoshine .org

 

#73
New teachers trained through a brilliant

partnership with Reading University which gives

trainee primary school teachers an introduction to

cricket and how to deliver it across the national

curriculum .   Our team of community coaches also

continue to deliver informal CPD across the schools

network as we continue to grow the reach of cricket

from the classroom to the playground .

http://www.chancetoshine.org/

